DANIELLA DOMSA
Candidate for Board Deputy

Dearest members of European Youth Denmark,
Hereby, I am announcing my candidacy for the position of Board Deputy. And also let me explain you
why I would like to return to this position that I filled up two years ago as well.
About my interest
My name is Daniella Domsa, and I am the member of the organisation for more than two years.
I hold a master degree in environmental management and sustainability science. Thus, the way I
usually call myself is “a scientist who wants to do politics”. Due to my education and interest my main
interest is the improvement of environmental and climate policies on the European and national
level and the advocation for urgent climate action. Furthermore, I am concerned about societal
issues, such as gender equality, integration, and closing the gap among the member states of the
European Union. Since my home country is Hungary, I am especially worried about the increasing
phenomena of illiberal democracy and nationalism within the eastern member states.
About my experience with EUD
During this time with the organisation I have contributed to several achievements in the North section
and also to our goals on the national level. Since my heart always beats for the organization, I have
decided that I would like to return to the national board and help our mission towards becoming a
more powerful youth organisation in Denmark.
Within the organisation starting so far I have acquired the positions of local Organizational-Vice
President (1 year), local Board Member (half year), national Deputy Board Member (1 year) and
Spokesperson for Environmental and Climate Policy (1 year). Therefore, I have experienced a lot
from recruiting members through organising campaigns and events, improving our social media
platforms until the top of representing the organisation as a delegate to the JEF European Congress
2017. Long sentence short, when it comes to the organization, I just know how things work. ;)
About my engagement
Due to my current availability (currently I am in between studies and job) I am able to afford sufficient
time to the organisation and working on our development plans. Among many other things, I am
personally aiming to support the improvement of our members relations by bringing the section
closer through more activities on the national level.
All in all, since last year the General Assembly voted me for the first delegate to the European
Congress in Malta, this time I would like to ask the same support from all the members of EUD!
Looking forward to meeting you all!
Vi ses i Aalborg!

